**Ibsen Play
Next On Bill
At Playhouse**

Heinrich Ibsen’s “Rosmersholm”, the fourth play of the Southwestern Players Summer Stock company, will open Wednesday in the Southern Playhouse.

The play, described as pure tragedy, represents the struggle between ancient moral traditions and modern intellectual trends.

Clifford Halalp is the director.

A total of 19 in the production will be filled by James Symons who will play Rosmer, the clergyman, and Barbara Eberbardt as Rebecca.

Others in the cast, all members of the summer stock group drawn from colleges and universities throughout the country, are Gary Moore as Kroll, Rosmer’s brother-in-law; Carol Plonkey as Mrs. Helseth, the housekeeper for Rosmer; Charles Fischer as Ulrich Brendel; and William Lindstrom as Peter Mortensgard.

The play, which will run at the southern Playhouse through the 21, has been translated from the original Norwegian by Al Janicke.

The setting is designed by Darwin Payne, and the technical direction is by Charles Zeckler.

The final play of the summer season will be “Rashomon,” by Kurosawa. It will be presented July 24-28.

For tickets to the remaining shows, box office is open weekdays 10-11 a.m. and 3-4 p.m.

On show nights, it opens at 7:30 p.m.

After the final performance in the southern Playhouse, members of the summer stock company will take various parts in the southern Opera Workshop production of “The Music Man.”

**Japanese Posters On Exhibit**

An exhibit of Japanese posters from the permanent collection of the Library of Congress will be exhibited in the Mitchell Gallery in the Home Economics Building Monday to August 12, according to Benjamin Watkins, acting curator.

Watkins, who is conducting a class this summer in Oriental art, will present a lecture concerning the posters in the Mitchell Gallery July 22 at 3 p.m. Showing of the Japanese posters at SIU was arranged by Watkins and is sponsored by the Committee for Asian Studies.

Watkins said Japanese poster art, an ancient means of expression, has reached an amazing height of perfection in modern Japan. Some of the posters are intended as magazine covers, some as advertising aids and some as teaching aids.

“The Japanese posters are examples of imaginative use of spatial relations, line, color, and form,” Watkins said.

**Visiting Irish Editor Discusses New York, UN And His Country**

Irish editor Liam Bergin arrived on the SIU campus this week and set out to prove his admission that he and his people are “never short of words.”

In a few minutes he commented on New York and its people, transportation and scenery, the United Nations, Ireland and Ireland’s place in the world, Irish nationalism and Great Britain and, finally, his own country.

Bergin is here to deliver the annual Sigma Delta Chi lecture which will highlight the International Conference of Weekly Newspaper Editors opening Sunday at Pere Marquette State Park.

**Weekly Editors Conference To Open**

**Annual Lovejoy Award Presented Tomorrow**

The winner of this year’s Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award for courage in journalism will be announced tomorrow evening as the International Conference of Weekly Newspaper Editors opens at Pere Marquette State Park.

This year’s nominees are E.A. Donnelly of the Central Oregonian, Prineville; W. Penn Jones of the Midlothian (Tex.) Mirror; Roy Lee Lucas of the Canton (N.C.) Enterprise; Rod Arkell of the Alachua County Free Press, Free Church Bus For SIU Students Begins Sunday

The bus service to Carbondale churches is operating on the same schedule and route this summer as during the other terms, according to Rev. John Powers of the bus committee of the Carbondale Ministerial Association.

Starting times for the various runs remain at 9 a.m., 9:30 a.m., 10 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. However, he said only one bus is being operated during the summer so the return trips may be slightly later than usual.

Pickup starts at Thompson Point and other stops are made at Small Group Housing and Woody Hall. The bus will also stop to pick up students at other points along its route.

The churches the bus stops at, in order of stops, are Episcopal, Epiphany Lutheran, United Baptist, Church of the Good Shepherd, Western Heights Christian, Church of Christ, Our Saviour Lutheran, Nazarene, Unitarian, Christian Science, First Presbyterian, Walnut Street Baptist, First Christian, First Baptist, First Methodist, Bethel A.M.E., Rock Hill Baptist, and Grace Methodist.

Bergin chose a bus for travel from New York to Carbondale in order to meet people and view the scenery. While his people, because of their small island, aren’t accustomed to long motor trips, the editor said travel was comfortable because of the turpignikes. His suggestion: “Charge a little more and provide more space for the passengers.”

He touched on Ireland and its leadership in the United Nations since it joined, This (Continued on Page 2)
Music Workshop

Miss Chung, an American Chinese, is an expert on dances of most Far Eastern countries. In her program Saturday at 8 p.m., in Purd Auditorium, she will place special emphasis on Chinese and East Indian dances.

The program is sponsored by the SIU Asian Studies Committee; the performance is free and is open to the public. Miss Chung was born in Jamaica, British West Indies, but moved to Erie, Pa., at an early age. She started her study of the dance in Erie and by the age of 13 wasrp

Mueller Attends Music Workshop

Robert Mueller, chairman of the Department of Music, is attending the Music Executive Workshop at the Eastern School of Music in Rochester, New York. This workshop, which will end on Friday, is for music administrators and department chairmen.

Hazel Chung

classes in Swahili Prepare Broads For American Students

A lecturer in the SIU Center for International Studies, Dr. Hazel Chung, is studying Swahili this summer to better qualify the center in its role as a training location for Agency for International Development programs in crime and penology.

Robert J. Brooks is at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, studying Swahili. He is recognized as one of the most universal of African languages.

The need for a lecturer with the ability to speak Swahili came about after the U.S. State Department chose Southern Illinois University's Center as the nationwide training location.

Mr. E. Alexander, Center director, said it is expected that an increasing number of African nationals will come to SIU under AID sponsorship, and communication at the Center will present a challenge. While many of the Africans speak English, Swahili is more likely to be common.

Those studying at the Center this summer include three worker priests from the Republic of Somalia, one of the news African areas. One speaks very little English, Alexander said, but does speak Swahili.

So far the Center has been host to more than 30 cor, some of whom are returned students. One is especially good in teaching and they represent from 13 countries, their visits ranging from short tours and conferences to nine months of formal classwork.

Shop With

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Advertisers

WANTED:

One player piano.

One piano roll entitled "Miss America," "Finale of the Ocean," and "Rondelette Spring."

If you own one or more of these items and want to sell them for cash, or if you are an associate professor of music, would like a word with you.

They are just a few of the hundreds of props he needs.

Want A Snack?

Try Carrots, Eggs

Are your snacks full of empty calories?

If you find that you're still hungry after a snack, chances are that you've given your body a false calorie count, using the minerals and vitamins needed.

Just as Harper, associate professor in the food and nutrition department, explained, these "empty" calories give extra energy momentarily but do not supply the proper body nutrition.

Most of our calories come from fats and carbohydrates, "and fat has 2 1/4 times the calories contained in fats, proteins or starches of the same weight."

For example, breakfast consisting of an egg, 75 calories, and toast, 50 calories, yields 25 calories, and is called a sweet roll with a sweet roll totaling 350 calories.

Common fats consumed by college students include soft contemplation, such as candy, sweet rolls, and beer. Bread and soft drinks contain approximately 100 to 106 calories per serving. Being able to eat proper foods when snacking is to give the body what it needs. It is important for girls, who someday will be wives and mothers, and for boys, who need extra energy but may tire easily.

Dr. Harper said that the following are especially good snacks: milk, a milkshake; a hamburger, a milkshake; a hot dog, and tomato, and fresh fruit with milk, and a sandwich. Students are to eat carrots and celery instead of cookies, and to think about the difference between a sweet roll instead of a sweet roll.

Irish Editor Discusses

New York, UN And Ireland

(Continued from Page 1)

interest indicates, he said, the generally limited horizons of people in their centuries-old quest for freedom. "The Irish," he said, "are the most literate of all the nations of the world except the United States, which have been most successful in training the masses to read." He added that he's managed to put together a barber shop quartet that "sounds quite good as a love-sacred head face him."

The fact, very energetic and talented and it should be a fine production, he concluded.

The musical will be presented in Shryock Aug. 2, 3, 4 and 5, and Sept. 12 and 13.

It is the first time a summer musical has been repeated during a regular school year.

Tea To Honor

Author Allen

John Allen, author of "Legends of the Old South," will be honored at an affair on the SIU campus Aug. 5.

The tea is a compilation from Allen, a hundred of columns distributed in daily and weekly newspapers during the last ten years by SIU's Information Service.

The columns have been appearing in national newspapers since "It Happened in Southern Illinois." The tea will be given in Anthony Hall by the Area Development Division, publishers of the book.

William J. Tudor, director of Communications, said Allen will be available at autograph copies of the book.

Music Man's Director Has Old Piano Roll Blues
Weekend activities offered for entertainment on the SIU campus include an Asian dance program to be presented tonight by Hazel Chuang and Eun Young of the Chinese. Ms. Chung said she plans to present special emphasis on Chinese and East Indian dances, which she also performs at Furr Auditorium at 8 p.m. The program is free and open to the public. It is sponsored by East Asian Studies and the Extension and Summer Session Division of the university.

Table tennis and billiards tournaments for men, women and mixed teams will get under way today. The events will be played in the Olympic Room of the University Center.

There will be an all-university dance at the Center tonight. It will get under way to the music of Mary Lou Good.'s Impromptus after the Asian dance presentation ends. The dance will be called "Asian Holiday", and will be at the Roman Room. Everyone is invited; no charge.

"Scenes on the Rocks" is the name of the British comedy which will be shown at 8:00 p.m., at the Art Center Auditorium. The film concerns the inhabitants of a primitive Scotch village. The running time is 25 cents with activity card; 50 cents without. This showing is another in the series, "Saturday Night at the Movies".

SUNDAY
SIU baseball fans will press on a bus Sunday at 10:00 a.m. for a ride to St. Louis to see the Cardinals and the Chicago Cubs play a doubleheader. Fare on the group bus will be $1.00 roundtrip.

Golf enthusiasts will have a bus waiting for them at the Center at 1:30 p.m. to ride to the Midland Hills Country Club. Students participating will bring their own clubs or rent them for 50 cents. Nine holes of golf can be played for $1.50.

The Play, "Servant of Two Masters", will be shown at the Southern Playhouse for the last time Sunday night. Curtain time is 8 p.m.

Bruce Breland of the Art Department will be "ideas" leader at the Philosophical Picnic to be held Sunday at Dome No. 1, Lake-On-the-Campus, starting at 5 p.m. These picnics are attracting a variety of students who like hot dogs and lemonade. Everyone is invited. There will be no charge.

"Intermezzo" is to be the Cinema music film presentation this week. The movie stars Ingrid Bergman and Leslie Howard in this tale of romance and tragedy. This was Miss Bergman's first American film. Admission is 25 cents with activity card, 50 cents otherwise. It will be shown in the Library Auditorium starting at 8 p.m.

MIDNIGHT
Little is in prospect for Monday in addition to the popular film series, "And the World!" The next presentation will concern Latin America. A member of the Latin American Institute on the SIU campus will answer questions following showing of the film. The films selected are "South America," and "Amazon Passion" both produced by the prize winner, Julian Bray. They will be shown in the River Room of the Center starting at 7:30 p.m.

An important meeting of the Summer Activities Steering Committee has been called for Monday. This group will take a look in planning more summer activities for students during the month of August at Room D of the University Center at 7:30 p.m. All are welcome to attend.

"This is a grey area," McWaters said. "You can find facts and figures on all types of disasters involving ships at sea but little or nothing concerning tow boats, barges and barge terminals along our navigable waterways. We are trying to go back to 1953 to set up a ten year accident experience record, sort of inventory of the problem, but to date we have used data from the graduate of Tulane University at New Orleans, operates the McWaters Marine Laboratory at Houston, specializing in certification of safety for vessels carrying cargoes of dangerous cargoes.

Compilation of statistics on accidents on the inland waterways of this study will aid the South American country of Ecuador to set up a new educational program.

Robert Jacobs, co-ordinator of the SIU Student Government, who will aid the South American country of Ecuador to set up a new educational program. Jacobs, a native of Murphysboro who can speak Spanish, was invited by the South American nation of Ecuador to attend the event. He plans to attend the event in November at the University of Quito, Ecuador.

Jacobs was asked by the United Nations Educational and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to develop the plan. The Ministry of Education in Ecuador asked UNESCO to send consultants to develop the best plan possible for an educational program.
CAMBRIDGE, Md.

Fixed bayonets were ordered for National Guardmen recalled to duty in embattled Cambridge.

The 400 Guardmen started entering the city Friday on the heels of an outbreak of violence and racial terror described as a "warfare." Six white persons, including three off-duty Guardmen, were wounded by gunfire and by roving bands of gunmen Thursday night and early Friday.

"We faced the darkness so frequently that State Police Maj. George E. Davidson exclaimed, 'It's shooting all over the city--almost on the scale of warfare.'"

The troops had been pulled out of Cambridge only Monday after a 23-day stay to cope with previous violence. They were under orders to clamp down stricter controls than before and to carry fixed bayonets to quash any further outbreaks.

The new restrictions were described as "modified martial law" and included a 9 p.m. curfew, 7 p.m. store closings, no sale of intoxicants, no carrying of guns, and all vehicles subject to stop and search.

Cambridge is a focal point of Negroes to desegregate lunch rooms, hotels and other public accommodations, integrate the schools fully, and obtain better opportunities in employment and housing.

In Washington, Sen. James R. Barnett of Mississippi accused President Kennedy and Attorney General Robert Kennedy of "shameful" courage in the rights demonstrations which the governor said were "purely Communist-inspired."

SAIGON, Viet Nam

The Buddhists have scheduled another potentially explosive funeral procession through Saigon's streets today.

The procession is for South Viet Manh, a leading Buddhist who killed himself Sunday in protest against alleged government persecution and the second protest suicide in Saigon in less than a month. The government meanwhile, is involving western newcomers in the dispute. A statement accused some of them, in effect, of aiding and abetting the Buddhists in their struggle with police. U.S. Embassy officials have described the suicides as shocked by the Viennamese charges.

Bruce Shanks in Buffalo Evening News

LONDON

Six gunmen staged a $280,000 jewel robbery in broad daylight with the Duchess of Northumberland as the target.

The duchess, 75, ranks so high in British aristocracy that Queen Mother Elizabeth, a long-time friend, rushed over to console her after the robbery Thursday.

Scotland Yard men sought to find out how the bandits learned detailed of the duchess's visit to a firm of goldsmiths to pick up jewels from storage. The robber gang waited for her outside the side of her daughter, the Duke of Westminster.

CHICAGO

Two masked gunmen held up a West Side currency exchange Friday and fled with not estimated at $41,000. The Chicago Grand Currency Exchange had on hand a large supply of cashing paychecks.

President Kennedy's special fact-finding committee met for an hour Friday and agreed to consult Monday with rail and union representatives involved in the railroad labor dispute.

Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz, chairman, told newsmen he expects all six members of the panel to be present for the first time, April 23.

Wirtz said representatives of the carriers and the unions involved in the four-year-long dispute will be questioned on their exact position on various issues.

The secretary has said previously that many people are not aware of the many facets of the dispute, thinking merely that it is just a question of dismisments. He said his firm whose jobs are regarded by the carriers as "crude.

The rail and union representatives are expected to be free to give their views.

The committee, holding its first meeting Thursday and continuing today, ironed out its operational procedures and lined up a staff of about a half dozen specialists from the Labor and Commerce Department to aid in assembling the facts of the dispute for Kennedy.

Wirtz said that only the staff will continue work through the weekend.

In addition to meetings with the two sides in the dispute on Monday and again on Tuesday, Wirtz said the six-member panel will hold afternoon meetings of its own these two days.

There was no sign that any opportunity for actual mediation in the dispute by individual members of the panel had opened up.

It was agreed in Thursday's initial meeting that there is nothing to bar such talks if the opportunity arises, even though the only presidentially-assigned post factum is finding

WASHINGTON

A House Armed Services subcommittee approved Friday a Kennedy administration plan aimed at providing fallout shelters for 11 million more Americans during the next year.

Chairman F. Edward Herbert, D-D.C., said the subcommittee unanimously endorsed the concept of the $75 million shelter construction program proposed by the administration, it would offer individual protection to public and nonprofit institutions to provide shelter space.

WILLOW GROVE, Pa.

A faulty generator was a factor in the jet crash Sunday in which seven passengers and a family picnic were killed.

Capt. A.C. Waldman, commander of the Willow Grove Naval Air Station, made the statement at a meeting of a citizens' group.

He said the generator failure was one of the reasons the pilot was unable to control the plane, and ejected himself. The plane crashed into a day camp just beyond the base's main runway.

President's Committee Meets Monday For Railroad Dispute

WASHINGTON

The Atomic Energy Commission announced Friday it has approved export to China of a small quantity of natural uranium which it said has no strategic significance.

The license was issued to American Oil Companies' Society of Chicago.

WASHINGTON

A grant for a study to determine how public comprehension can be increased was won Friday by a National Aeronautics and Space Administration study on federal and private officials under a $131,937 grant.

CALGARY, Alta.

Russia has arranged funds to pay for the largest single shipment of purebred cattle ever shipped out of Canada.

Cleopatra Trip Planned July 20

You may be able to see it sooner than you thought: Cleopatra.

The Activities Development Center has arranged for the first U.S. visit by Cleopatra, a faculty to St. Louis to see the new navigation/contest film every Sunday on July 20.

Tickets are available at the Activities Center for $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50. There will be a charge of $1,000 for the round trip bus ride.

People wanting to go must sign up by buying tickets by Friday.
AN ARMY OF MELONS PREPARED FOR ATTACK — BY HUNGRY SHOPPERS THAT IS

THIS COULD GET TO BE A MOUTH-WATERING JOB

Mess Of Melons At Murdale

SIU Students, Faculty, Staff Were Guests At Shopping Center Party

THIS IS ONE WAY TO KEEP THE WATERMELON IN THE MOUTH AND OFF THE SHIRT

IRISH EDITOR LIAM BERGIN READILY TOOK TO THE AMERICAN TRADITION

MELVIN GREEN FOUND THERE ARE CERTAIN HAZARDS TO THIS ART

SHoppers, Passers-by And The Just-Curious Stopped For Watermelon And An Excuse To Relax At The Murdale Get-Together

Steve Nelson, Son Of Mr. And Mrs. Marlan Nelson, Shows You're Never Too Young To Learn
MOSCOW - The world watched the external signs of the Russian-Chinese ideological battle, while official silence cloaked the actual high-level meeting between the two parties.

Premier Khrushchev, who completely ignored the Chinese delegation when it arrived, pulled out all stops Wednesday to pay conspicuous honor to Hungarian Premier Janos Kadar.

But Peking radio, for the first time, asserted full equality placed Peking in even more open opposition to Moscow.

The televised Khrushchev-Kadar unity session made no mention of the showdown battle to progress in the Chinese-Russian talks in Lenin Hills, outside Moscow.

**Relating To Today's Headlines**

**Donald, Denver Post**

*SET 'EM UP FOR THE HOUSE!... AND WHILE YOU'RE AT IT, SET 'EM UP FOR THE SENATE, TOO!*

WASHINGTON - The Senate gave second reading today to a compromise revision of the $73 million Philippine war claims bill designed to eliminate any fees for John A. O'Donnell, Washington lawyer-laborer.

Sen. William Fulbright, D-Ark., chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, said it is hopeful the House will accept the proposal. It has rejected two previous efforts to force payment of fees of up to $500,000 for O'Donnell, former member of the commission which passed on these World War II claims.

**ROBERT W.,** *TIME, ARIZONA Constitution*

**TAKE UP THY BED AND WALK**

MADRID, Spain-Speaking through his secretary, former Argentine dictator Juan D. Peron Wednesday predicted a new era of international relations in Argentina as a result of Sunday's election.

In exile for eight years, Peron called the election "a force designed to perpetuate in power the forces that have misgoverned Argentina for the last eight years."

**James, Minneapolis Star-Goldwater Strut**

MOSCOW - The Soviet minister of communications ordered completion of the Moscow-Washington "hot line" by Sept. 1, according to the Soviet news agency Tass.

Tass said the emergency White House-Kremlin communications system had "great political significance," and added what was considered a jab at the Chinese Communists who reject Premier Khrushchev's insistence on negotiations to prevent war.

The Russian and Chinese delegations to the Moscow party-line talks recessed their meeting Tuesday without explanation.

The Chinese Communists failed to show up for the day's session after the Russians fired new charges at Red China and warned of "dangerous consequences."

The Russian group accused the Chinese of deliberately aggravating Soviet-Chinese relations at a time when the two countries are discussing ideological differences.

**LONDON** - Greek King Paul and Queen Frederika arrived in New York today for a state visit plagued by Communists, anarchists, pacifists, and other agitators.

Police beat back an attempted demonstration outside Buckingham Palace.

Met at Victoria Station by Queen Elizabeth II, the royal party drove in state carriages to the palace. Britain's tallest police security guard kept the Queen and her visitors from even seeing the demonstrators who tried to mar the welcoming procession.

"We aim to follow the king and queen anywhere they go every minute," one of the demonstrators said.

**W. Willard Wirtz, Secretary of Commerce**

HARDEST TO HIT**

time they appear in public, we'll be there," said a spokesman for Britain's militant Committee of 100, which charges Greece is holding 960 political prisoners and demands their release.

More than 5,000 uniformed and plain clothes police were assigned to watch every danger spot on the route from the station to the palace.

Many were ordered to carry arms, which British police rarely do.

WASHINGTON - The deadline in the nation's rail-strike threat has been set back to July 29.

President Kennedy announced agreement of both railroads and their operating unions to accept a presidential proposal for a delay until that date in the nationwide strike threatened by work-rules changes.

Kennedy personally announced the agreement to postpone the walkout. He said both parties agreed to accept the good offices of a special presidential proposal for a delay until that date in the nationwide strike threatened by work-rules changes.

He said both parties agreed to accept the good offices of a special presidential proposal for a delay until that date in the nationwide strike threatened by work-rules changes.

Kennedy personally announced the agreement to postpone the walkout. He said both parties agreed to accept the good offices of a special presidential proposal for a delay until that date in the nationwide strike threatened by work-rules changes.
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SIU Teammates Become Friendly Enemies This Summer

Vincent, Siebel Play on Opposing Teams

In College Summer League

During the school year Gene Vincent and John Siebel are friendly teammates on SIU's baseball team but this summer they are friendly enemies. Vincent plays for Champaign-Urbana and Siebel for Springfield in the college summer league.

Earlier this week Siebel scored the only run of the game for Springfield to beat Vincent and Champaign 1-0. But the whole evening was not lost to Vincent. He threw a one-hitter at Springfield and the hit came in the last inning with two men out and two strikes on the hitter. Siebel drew a walk from Vincent, then stole second and third and later scored on a wild pitch for the only run of the game.

Vincent and Siebel have been doing well this summer in the league for their respective teams. Vincent sports a 2-1 record for Champaign and Siebel is the starting centerfielder for Springfield.

The league is operating on an experimental basis in hopes to stop the raiding on college and university ball players by the major leagues.

The 1-0 loss was Vincent's first in the league and was a little disheartening. "It was a well-played game," the 19-year-old pitcher from Rockport, Ind., wrote. "It was my fault that I lost the game. The wild pitch scored the run without that Springfield would not have scored with four minutes left. I don't know if we still could be playing." "There's a funny feeling when you are pitching and a former teammate of yours is on base," he added. "I kept throwing to first base to keep Siebel close because I knew he had good speed but that wasn't enough he still was able to steal second and third. His running unnerved me a little and that probably was responsible for the wild pitch."

"Even if I had got the no-hit game, it would not have meant too much to me if I had lost the game," he said. "I only hope that these close games are few and far between because the pressure is great. But I enjoyed every minute of it."

Vincent was one of SIU's top three pitchers last spring.

Graduate English

Theme Test Today

The theme portion of the graduate English exam will be held at 1 p.m. Saturday in Purr Auditorium.

The exam is a requirement of the Graduate School and applies to all candidates for master's degree or higher.

According to the Testing Center, students who scored high on the objective part of the exam will be eligible to take the theme part of the exam.

GENE VINCENT

SIU's Jerry Qualls Bats .288 For Lakeland Team

Jerry Qualls, former SIU infielder who signed an $11,000 bonus contract with the Detroit Tigers, was hitting .288 through last Sunday's games. He has 15 hits in 52 times at bat for the .288 average. He has four doubles and has driven in nine runs for the Lakeland (Fla.) team of the Georgia-Florida Class A League.

Qualls has yet to hit his first home run in organized baseball. He is playing third base regularly and is enjoying the season to date. "It has been real interesting and a real experience to play every day for an organized team," Qualls wrote. "One can not begin to imagine the difference between playing five and six times a week instead of the usual two or three for college."

"Professional baseball is real experience and I am glad that I decided to give up college for a chance at the big-time," he said.

Qualls led SIU's baseball team in hitting last spring with a .419 batting average. He has also led the Salukis in total hits, doubles, home runs and runs-batted-in.

This year, Qualls average ranks fifth among SIU's all-time hitters, In 1954 tops the Salukis all-time hitters.

JERRY QUALLS

Cornell Faces Top Milers At Toronto This Weekend

Bill Cornell, SIU miler, will run in Toronto, Canada this evening against some of the nation's top milers.

Cornell will be pitted against Tom O'Hara, Jim Greile, and Jim Beatty in the mile, O'Hara finished second, Beatty fourth and Greile fifth in the recent AAU track and Field meet mile run.

Cornell will be running the mile for only the fourth time this season. He ran the mile against Kansas, Western Michigan and the two weeks ago in Canada where he placed second.

Cornell is one of two British distance stars who run under the SIU colors during the regular school year. He came to Southern in April of 1961.

He has turned in a 4:00.5 time in the mile and his coach, Lew Hartung, feels the younger is capable of breaking the four-minute mile.

Perhaps tonight will be the time because he is in fast company. All three—Greile, Beatty and O'Hara have broken four minutes.

Cornell left Thursday for Toronto and wasn't sure if he was in as good shape as he should have been for the race. He has been running in the hot weather here and perhaps the cooler weather in Canada will suit the needs of the trackman better than the climate here.
THE ABOVE MAP SHOWS THE PERCENTAGE OF TOTALITY THAT EACH STATE WILL EXPERIENCE DURING THE JULY 20 ECLIPSE.

Eclipse Of Sun Will Be Visible In Carbondale For Two Hours July 20

If you see weird, moving shapes and shadows floating on the ground beneath the trees on campus, July 20, don't see an omen or a sign. It will be the result of an eclipse of the sun, according to Miss Charlotte Zimmerachied, assistant professor of physics and astronomy.

The unusual shadows will be the result of the leaves acting like small holes, which is one way to cast an image of the eclipse on the ground.

The "pen holes" formed by the leaves allow the corona of the sun to create mysterious shapes at the time of total eclipse, Miss Zimmerachied said. The eclipse will also cause an unusual darkness. The eclipse will occur at 2:25 to 4:45 Carbondale time and last only a few minutes. The darkness caused by the eclipse will be comparable to an overcast sky. This will last only a few moments.

A total eclipse will occur in Canada, Alaska, and Maine. The other parts of the continent will receive only partial eclipse.

Miss Zimmerachied gave a special warning to those who would like to view the eclipse. She said not to gaze directly into the sun because this could cause blindness by burning the retina.

"Eye damage has been widespread in the past, because of the high interest in the eclipse. A telescope can be used by focusing it on the sun and projecting the image on a piece of paper or a wall. Do not look through the telescope to focus it. If not using a telescope, exposed developed film can be doubled and used to cover the eyes; also a pen hole in a cardboard will produce the shadow band type of observation previously mentioned.

Types of protection that light-absorbing enough to be effective are: smoke glass, sun glasses, and colored glass. Telescopes and binoculars magnify the light intensity and should not be used. SIU will not actively be engaged in research on the July 20th eclipse, but the University of Illinois has received a grant from the National Science Foundation to experiment with day-night changes in the ionosphere so it will effect long distance radio communications.

The research will be headed by the Department of Electrical Engineering. It is expected to take one year for the analytical results of the research. Five stations will be set up to receive the radio signals; one in Alaska, two in Canada, one in the state of Washington, and one near Danville, Ill.

A solar eclipse occurs when the moon passes directly between the sun and the earth. The eclipse is actually the moon's shadow being cast on the earth. This occurs at least twice a year, and scientists travel thousands of miles to view them.
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Three SIU Deans Look Inside New Federal Prison, Three SIU deans toured the new $12 million maximum security prison at Marion Thursday and got a glimpse of the challenges and opportunities offered the university by such an institution.

Included in the tour were Willis G. Swartz, dean of the graduate school; Raymond H. Dey, dean of extension and summer session; Wessell E. Kepper, dean of the school of agriculture; and Myrl E. Alexander, director of the SIU crime and corrections center.

The tour lasted three hours and included lunch with Ward- den J.T. Willingham, during which a program for cooperation between the university and the prison was discussed.

Alexander, who served as tour guide, said that one of the primary reasons Marion was chosen for the site of the new prison was its proximity to SIU.

Alexander explained that the advantage of having university and prison facilities so close together—"a policy, incidentally, of the U.S. Bureau of Prisons—was to facilitate the sharing of resources.

He further explained that the university has tremendous research facilities which the staff of the prison may wish to utilize and that the prison offers ample opportunities for vocational training in university graduate specialty fields.

"A mutual commitment is of benefit to both," he said. He made no mention of plans for offering college level courses to Marion inmates as is done by SIU faculty for inmates of Menard State Prison in Chester.

II2 Youthful Musicians Attend Summer Workshop

Enrollment in the second annual music workshop for high school students, "Music and Youth at Southern," totals 112 pupils, Melvin Steiner, SIU associate professor and workshop director, announced.

The workshop continues through July 20 and includes performing and classroom work in theory, sight reading, music appreciation, and fundamentals.

"The unusual darkness. Science Foundation to travel thousands of miles to see an eclipse, but the University of Illinois has received a grant from the National Science Foundation to experiment with day-night changes in the ionosphere so it will effect long distance radio communications."

The research will be headed by the Department of Electrical Engineering. It is expected to take one year for the analytical results of the research. Five stations will be set up to receive the radio signals; one in Alaska, two in Canada, one in the state of Washington, and one near Danville, Ill.

A solar eclipse occurs when the moon passes directly between the sun and the earth. The eclipse is actually the moon's shadow being cast on the earth. This occurs at least twice a year, and scientists travel thousands of miles to view them.

The workshop is being held in cooperation with Raymond Dey of Summer Extension, William Taylor of Area Services, and Robert Mueller, chairman of the Department of Music.

Squaddancers Elect Cridcr

Charles Cridcr of Elizabethtown has been elected new president of the Sing and Squaddancing Club.

Other new officers elected Thursday are Jean Rogers of Marion, vice president; Bob Hunnicutt, secretary, and Helen Spencer of Eldorado, secretary-treasurer.

At Marion:

The Fleet's In

A Navy Information Team will be in room eight of the University Center Monday through Wednesday.

The team will interview potential candidates for opportunities offered through Navy Officer Programs.

Applications will be sought from juniors and seniors for officer training after graduation in aviation, line supply and other special fields.